INTRODUCTION

Sports are activities that maintain health and physical fitness and are also a means of providing entertainment. Sport is an essential need because every individual is doing daily movement activities, so it can be said that sport is a series of regular and planned physical activities that aim to maintain and improve a person's quality of life. Sports have become a lifestyle or trend in some communities, even to become a job and a basic necessity in life, one of which is basketball. Basketball is one of the favorite sports in the community because the game is tactical and competitive. Therefore, some people apply basketball as a competitive sport. In addition to seeking achievement, basketball athletes make basketball their job.

Basketball consists of 2 teams of 5 members each, where the two teams play to score as much as possible. Basketball is an attractive and dynamic game involving strategies and techniques like lay-ups, dribbles, passing, and shooting. Basketball in Indonesia country is the country's most prominent basketball game. Basketball in Indonesia is one of the most exciting sports. Various basketball matches support this at the provincial, national, and world levels.

Although Indonesia has many enthusiasts, Indonesia's basketball achievements in the Asian arena tend to be low. Based on data from the FIBA World Basketball Sports Organization, Indonesia is ranked 28 out of 30 countries and has a winning percentage of 27.65%. The results show that basketball achievements in Indonesia are still low and have not been able to compete with countries at the Asian level. Basketball players in Indonesia do not have maximum skills. Reliable basketball players must master techniques, tactics, mentality, and mastery of several skills in playing basketball. There are four techniques in playing basketball, namely lay-up shoot, dribbling, passing, and shooting, and one of the most important of the basketball game techniques is lay-up shoot because lay-up shoot is a technique in basketball games which is done by jumping and entering the ball as close as possible to the Basketball ring. Lay-up shoot is the most effective and safe shooting technique because players enter the ball as close as possible into the basketball basket to increase the opportunity to score. The ability to perform a Lay-up shoot is influenced by five factors: distance, shooting attitude, opportunity to shoot, game situation, and mobility. The mobility factor in shooting lay-up shoots pays attention to the ability to run and jump. Muscle explosiveness is a support factor in making jumps.

When starting a jump, explosive power from the leg muscles is needed for a fast and robust movement. Muscle explosiveness is the body parts' ability to contract quickly to carry out sudden activities. Leg muscle explosiveness is characterized by fast and maximum muscle movement. In addition, muscle explosiveness is one of the elements of physical condition that
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has an essential role in sports activities because muscle explosiveness contains explosive movements such as throwing, sprinting, jumping, and others. Muscle explosiveness contributes to the success of lay-up shoots by 47%, which is greater than other factors, so it can be said that leg muscle explosiveness has an effect both as a supporting element and the main element to achieve a perfect movement and technique of lay-up shoot.

Based on the above background as an effort to improve the achievements of basketball club athletes at Public Senior High School 8 Denpasar, the sample selection of basketball players of Public Senior High School 8 Denpasar is considered more effective because the results of interviews with players and coaches say, in the match players very rarely do lay-up shots due to limited ability to jump. Still, at this time, research that examines the relationship between Limb Muscle Explosiveness and the ability to lay-up shoot is debated due to several studies, one of which is research from Sutisna. (2018) said there was a link between Limb Muscle Explosiveness and lay-up shoot ability. Still, some studies said there was no link between limb muscle explosiveness and lay-up shoot ability, one of which was researched by Wendry et al. (2012).

METHODS

This descriptive study aimed to determine the relationship between leg muscle explosive power and lay-up shooting ability in Public Senior High School 8 Denpasar students. The research sample from the population that was used should have met the inclusion and exclusion criteria. A population was a unit of individuals or subjects in an area and time with certain qualities to be observed or researched. This research was conducted on September 3, 2023, at Public Senior High School 8 Denpasar, North Denpasar sub-district, Denpasar City. The respondents in this study were Public Senior High School 8 Denpasar students aged 15-18 who met the inclusion and exclusion criteria by taking a total sample population of 43 students in the basketball club at Public Senior High School 8 Denpasar. Meanwhile, the sample is part of the number and characteristics of the population. In determining the sample, if the population is small or less than 100, it is better to take all of them, so this research sampling technique is called the total sampling technique. A bivariate correlation test was conducted using the chi-square data analysis technique to determine the relationship between explosive muscle power and lay-up shooting ability.

RESULTS

Table 1 shows that 43 data of the sample was included into the inclusion criteria, and 13 was excluded. The exclusion data was based on age that is not in the 16-18 year age range as many as 9 data and body mass index (BMI), which exceeds the standard limit between 18.5-22.9 as many as 7 data.

The data was then analyzed using bivariate chi-square analysis and obtained an Asymptotic Significance value of \( p = 0.019 \) \( (p < 0.05, \text{ declared significant}) \), which shows that there is a relationship between leg muscle explosive power and the lay-up shooting ability of students who are members of the basketball club of Public Senior High School 8 Denpasar.

DISCUSSION

Optimal muscle explosive power occurs in this age group because it is during the physical growth period. Students with non-ideal BMI tend to have less muscle explosive power and lay-up shooting ability. Muscle explosive power is the ability to exert maximum strength quickly. To perform muscle explosive power, you need an ideal body mass index to obtain optimal muscle explosive power.

The better the explosive power of your leg muscles, the better your lay-up shooting ability will be. The results of this research align with the findings of Candra (2018), who found that leg muscle explosive power significantly contributed to a lay-up shooting ability of 78.8%. Fadiel et al. (2023) also obtained the same results: a significant relationship between the explosive power of leg muscles and the lay-up shooting ability of basketball athletes. Interestingly, the same results were also obtained in research that examined other shooting techniques, namely jump shots, because they both use muscle explosive power as a component in the jumping movements, and leg muscle explosive power significantly affected jump-shooting ability. These three studies can support the results of this research because the shooting techniques studied rely on jumping, hand-eye coordination, and agility.

Leg muscle explosive power has a role in supporting lay-up shooting skills according to the intensity of the training given. In performing a lay-up shoot, muscle explosive power produces optimal jumping movements when putting the ball
into the basketball ring. Research from Yulifri (2018) states that the explosive power of leg muscles is caused by the contraction of several muscle fibers containing contractile elements. Then, the muscles contract to form a motor unit, which causes muscle contractions that play a role in jumping movements.

A relationship exists between leg muscle explosive power and lay-up shoot ability. In fast and robust jumping movements, explosive power from the leg muscles is needed to produce faster lay-up shoot movement. Optimally, apart from that, explosive muscle power is one of the physical components required in playing basketball, one of which is the lay-up shoot technique. Without good leg muscle explosive power, an athlete cannot jump vigorously to get the ball as close to the ring as possible. Apart from its function in making jumps, the explosive power of the leg muscles also functions to withstand the weight of the body, including the influence of gravity, so good muscular explosive power is needed to withstand this load so that the body’s balance is maintained.

The more often you do the exercise, the more explosive power your leg muscles will have, affecting the resulting jump and directly affecting your lay-up shooting ability. Exercises that can be applied to increase leg muscle explosive power, according to the findings of Thariqi et al. (2023), are plyometric exercises such as Tuck jumps, Squat jumps, and Basic box jumps, which have a significant effect on increasing leg muscle explosive power. Furthermore, the Depth jump exercise increased leg muscle explosive power in the sample group with high training motivation. Jump to the box was more effective in the sample group with low training motivation. Increasing the explosive power of the leg muscles is an essential focus in increasing specific desired outputs. The differences in training methods given to the research sample did not influence the results obtained. Still, differences in the explosive power of the leg muscles owned by the research sample influence the training results obtained. Based on this description, exercises that focus on increasing the explosive power of the leg muscles must be given first to obtain maximum results in developing lay-up shooting abilities.

The explosive power of the leg muscles is an internal factor that directly influences the results of the lay-up shoot because in executing a lay-up shoot, the player must jump and put the ball as close as possible into the basketball ring. Of course, taking a jump requires good muscular explosive power. Good muscle explosive power is determined by the muscle’s ability to contract suddenly to create explosive power in jumping. Apart from that, Other factors also play a role. According to a review study conducted by Chakraborty and Mondal (2019), factors influencing lay-up shoot performance are duration in the air, landing angle, level of motivation, previously learned skills, techniques used, environmental conditions, and physiological and psychological conditions. The endurance and strength of the leg muscles also influence the duration of the air and landing angle. An athlete's motivation and psychological condition positively influence lay-up shooting performance. Athletes with high self-confidence and motivation during the game will perform well because they have previously learned skills. External factors such as environmental conditions also influence the success of a shot. In a basketball game, each team will try to dribble the ball into the opponent's ring and score while preventing the opponent from putting the ball into the ring. It is not uncommon for one player to face two or more players to be able to break through the opponent’s defense, so an athlete must have excellent physiological conditions to be able to support him physically and psychologically during the match.

There were some limitations in this study. First of all, the sample size was relatively small. Second, this study did not control the factors that affect lay-up shoot ability, such as flexibility, hand-eye coordination, and confidence in skill. Suggestions for future researchers could be added to the number of respondents and other factors that could affect lay-up shoot ability.

CONCLUSION

Based on the research and analysis tests, it can be concluded that a relationship exists between leg muscle explosive power and students’ lay-up shooting ability at the Public Senior High School 8 Denpasar basketball club.
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